Foundstone Managed Security Services

Multiply the power and scalability of a comprehensive managed endpoint environment

Ever-increasing threats and evolving industry and government regulations are forcing organizations to invest heavily in security infrastructure. This CapEx and OpEx investment, along with the need for deeper industry technical expertise, is driving organizations to partner with security industry leaders like McAfee to help manage their security strategy and operations 24/7.

McAfee offers industry-leading Foundstone® Managed Security Services to support organizations looking for around-the-clock outsourced monitoring and management of their security devices and systems by a team of seasoned security experts. Integrating Foundstone Managed Security Services can help your organization quickly identify potential threats and cracks in your security infrastructure through close collaboration with a team of experts who live and breathe cybersecurity. In collaboration with your IT security team, we can ease day-to-day security operations and share best practices necessary to address compliance mandates, prepare for future security requirements, and control costs.

**Why Managed Security Services**

McAfee is one of the pioneers in the security industry, with more than 25 years of industry expertise. McAfee® Labs is one of the world’s leading sources for threat research, threat intelligence, and cybersecurity thought leadership, leveraging data from millions of sensors across key threat vectors—files, the web, email, and networks. This industry knowledge and expertise, along with advanced correlation capabilities and Big Data analytics, will help organizations like yours prevent, detect, and manage critical data, infrastructure, and endpoints. Our unique multivendor management capabilities and expertise will help you address compliance mandates, prepare for future security requirements, and control costs.

**Managing the Secured Environment**

Our solution provides advanced correlation content that incorporates intelligence on emerging threats and threat indicators from multiple sources in real time to automatically detect activity when endpoint systems may be deficient. Also, incorporation of market sector and business vertical events into these correlation

### Benefits

- 24/7/365 access to a service portal to track activities, escalations, and threat reports
- Deep cybersecurity domain expertise, a long history, and highly respected industry veterans
- Threat intelligence is derived from multiple sources (more than 150), providing real-time analysis, indicators of compromise (IoCs), open source intelligence (OSINT), and prioritized escalations and ticketing
- High-touch service and direct communication with security engineering and expert analysts

### Our Differentiators

- McAfee Labs’ global threat intelligence fed directly to your SIEM solution
- US-based McAfee security consultants and analysts
- Service built on a high-touch, core advisory services model
- Proven event detection and remediation methodology
- Industry recognition
conditions provides enhanced threat detection beyond the capabilities available from product vendors. Through this model, you benefit from discovery of new and emerging IoCs used in malware distribution or command and control and enhanced threat detection before conditions are made public.

Managed Security Offerings
Whether you need traditional, full-service management support or a staff dedicated wholly to helping you keep a closer eye on your security posture through sophisticated monitoring, McAfee has a solution tailored to your needs. Powerful threat intelligence provided by McAfee Labs combined with US-based security specialists on the front lines offers support transparency and close collaboration. Regardless of the managed services model you choose, outsourcing your security services to McAfee will enable you to:

- Address ever-increasing compliance requirements
- Leverage security experts who know and understand the latest attacks
- Maximize the ROI on your current security solution
- Avoid large upfront capital expenditures
- Be proactive with insight into any future potential security requirements

Co-Managed Security Services
If your organization already has sophisticated monitoring solutions implemented onsite, but you still want to improve compliance and decrease risk, Foundstone Co-Managed Security Services, is a suitable solution. In this model, we monitor your security hardware and software devices around the clock through the McAfee security operations center (SOC) and follow a strict event detection and remediation methodology to minimize impact.

Traditional, Full Service Approach
We offer a full-service approach through the McAfee SOC. This includes configuration, management, and support of your current security hardware and software devices and rapid response to security threats. Through the McAfee SOC, we provide real-time, 24/7 monitoring and management of the security devices located on your premises.

Our Value
Foundstone Managed Security Services, allows you to gain peace of mind, knowing that we have the strategy, experts, and solutions you need to improve your security insights and reduce risks through a partnership-oriented service. For more information, to schedule a demo of our solution, or to schedule a meeting, email us at: sales@foundstone.com or via secure portal.

Key Advantages
- Real-time threat and risk data integration and event correlation
- Supports monitoring and reporting against more than 240 regulatory checks for industry compliance
- Comprehensive understanding of the rapidly evolving threat landscape globally, regionally, and in your specific market vertical
- Applied threat intelligence that adapts with the threats as they move, without depending on vendor content release cycles
- Broader correlation, which finds patterns within collected data, log details, and network and database activity for better detection of attacks, data loss, and fraud
- Flexible reporting with a wide variety of pre-built reports and a built-in report and query engine

“Only McAfee provides the comprehensive and integrated strategy we need to expand our advanced threat capabilities.”

—MSSP North American Legal Client